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ON RTGTD SINGULARITIES'!' 
A local complex space X is rigid if every flat family (X,), t E T which 
contains X is locally trivial, in the sense that the total space V = u X, is 
cally a product X x T. Equivalently, every sufficiently near deformation 
of X is isomorphic to X (at least when T is normal). Singularities 
f this type must therefore be "generic" members of any families which 
ain them, for no other singularity can specialize to X. 
 is paper exhibits several classes of rigid singularities, many of which 
already appeared in the literature in one form or another, and, prin- 
ly, an extensive class of singularities which cannot be deformed to a 
singularity. The examples of these last given here are conical singulari- 
, cones over projective manifolds, every deformation of which is still 
ical. However, the singularities in these examples tend to be generic, 
the sense that they cannot be realized as the specialization of other 
a related paper, pp. 1 1  3-1 17 in this volume, David Mumford extends 
sharpens these results in the low-dimensional case not treated here. 
outline, $1 is a brief survey of the cotangent spaces used to construct 
versa1 deformation of a singularity (Grauert, [dl). $2 contains the basic 
parison theorem between the deformations of a local complex space 
the complement of its origin, upon which most of the examples of rigid 
ularities in $3 are based. $4 compares the deformations of the cone over 
ojective manifold Y to the projective deformations of Y, and 45 exhibits 
"generic," but non-rigid singularities. 
e deal throughout with local complex spaces X ,  by which is meant the 
of a complex analytic space, not necessarily reduced, at a point, always 
n to be origin in some C". Thus X is represented by a complex analytic 
ace of some convenient neighborhood of the origin, and 8 ,  denotes 
structure sheaf of X on this neighborhood. 
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$1. Infinitesinla1 tleformntions and obstructions 
1.1 Deformations 
Let X c Cn be a local complex space. A deformation of X is a flat map 
n :  V+ T of local complex spaces, together with an isomorphism n-'(0) 
g X. We say that X may be deformed into the nearby fiber n-'(t), for t G T 
If X is defined in some open neighborhood of the origin in Cn by bolo- 
morphic equations f,(x) = 0 (1 5 i s m), then in Cn x T, V has equations 
fi(x, t) = 0, with fi(x,O) = fi(x) It follows from Grothendieck's fundamental 
criterion for flatness [Z] that Vis flat over T if and only if every relation 
r(x) =(r,(x), ..., T,~(x)) between f,(x), ..., f,,,(x) (Cr,(x)f,(x) = 0) extends to a 
relation r(x, t) between thefi(x, t). (And indeed, we may take this condition 
as a working definition of flatness.) When X is smooth, n is flat if and only if  
it is smooth (maximal rank). 
Two deformations n, : V, -+ T, n,: V2 -+ T, are isomorphic if there is a 
map a: V, -t V2 over T, respecting the isomorphisms 
a is then necessarily an isomorphism, by the flatness of nl and n2. 
1.2 T; 
Let I = (fl,--., f,) be the ideal in O, defining the local complex space 
X c Cn. Thus Lo, = Oc, / I .  
If we take as parameter space the (one point) space T =  Spec C{E}/(E'), 
then a deformation V-+ Tof X is afirst-order infinitesimal deformation of 
X. V will be given by equations 
and the condition for flatness is simply that the gi determine an element of 
the normal sheaf 
The ensuing deformation V-+ T is trivial (isomorphic to X x T-t T) if 
and only if there is an automorphism x j  I+ xj  + &aj(x) of Cn x T over T 
such that (fi(x + E~(x))) and (fi + &gi) determine the same ideal in O c n , ~ ;  
in other words 
Now there is a homomorphism p: a, -+ N x  (O denoting tangent sheaf) 
defined by mapping the vector field O = Xj8,(x) a /ax ,  to  the homomorphism 
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j i ~ B f f i )  in Nx, and the element g in Nx induces a trivial deformation of X if 
and only if it lies in the image of p. 
Let us define an 0,-module T: by the exact sequence 
( 1 )  O + @ , y - )  O,,,) X -r N , - t  Ti  -to. 
Then T$ is the set of isomorphism classes of first order infinitesimal 
deformations of X, analogous to H1(Y,O,)  for a manifold Y. Notice that 
T: is supported on the singular locus of X, so that when X has an isolated 
singularity at its origin, T i i s  a vector space ofJinite dimension. 
The module T: is independent of the choice of the embedding X c Cn, 
up to canonical isomorphism. T$ = 0 if X is smooth. 
Consider the problem of extending a deformation V - t  T of X to an 
finitesimally larger space T' 2 T. Thus, T is defined by an ideal J in OTr 
uch that the product m,, . J is 0 (nz,, denoting the maximal ideal of O,,). For 
plicity we take the case where T is the nth infinitesimal neighborhood of 
origin in C1, defined by tn  = 0, and T' is defined by t n f l  = 0; J is then 
one-dimensional vector space tn . C. 
Ir"f,(x, t )  (mod tn)  are equations for V and r(x, t )  a typical relation, then 
e have the dot product 
111 
r(x, t) . f(x, r) = X ri(x, t ) , f i(x,  t )  3 0 (mod 1"). 
i =  l 
In order to lift V-r  T to T', we seek m-tuples Af and Ar, - 0 mod in ,  
such that the dot product ( r  + A r ) . ( f  + A f )  is E 0 (mod t n f  ' )  for each r. 
If we take a presentation 
of 1 as an Oc,-module ( F  free over O,,,) then 
r -+ r.f  
defines an obstrwctioil homomorphism from R to B , O ~ J .  V extends to 
V' 4 T' if and only if this obstruction homomorphism is induced by a 
homomorphislll 6: F -t Ox @ J. The obstruction homomorphism will 
vanish on "trivial" relations of the form 
(a, b in F). If R,  denotes the submodule of trivial relations, then we define 
the 0,-module T; by the exact sequence 
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Hom (F, 9,) -, Hom(RIRo, 0,) + --) 0. 
Then, the injinitesimal obstructions to extending deformations of X lie in 
T ~ @ , J  for various vector spaces J. Notice that Ro = R if and only if X is a 
so-called local complete intersection in Cn (i.e., 1 is generated by a regular 
sequence f,, ..., f,, m = n - dim X), so that T i  = 0 when X is a local 
complete intersection. T i  is, up to a canonical isomorphism, independent of 
the embedding X c CQhosen, and is supported on the non-smooth locus 
of X (in fact, on the non-complete intersection locus of X). Thus T$ is a 
vector space of finite dimension if X has isolated singularity. 
In contrast, the space T: = HO(X, Ox) of infinitesimal automorphisms of 
X has infinite dimension as a vector space, unless X has dimension 0. 
Remark. We observe that if Cl denotes Kahler differentials there are 
inclusions 
Exti,(fix,, @x> - T; 
The first two are isomorphisms when X has positive cleptlz ($2) along its 
singular locus (e.g., when X is reduced of positive dimension), the third is 
an isomorphism when this depth is > 1 (e.g., X normal) [q. As Tijourina 
shows [14],  the T i  may be replaced by E X ~ ' ( Q ~ ,  9,) in the above discussion 
when X has positive depth along the singular locus. 
The cotangent spaces T i  are discussed in detail in [S]. 
1.4 The Versal Deformation 
Let X be a local complex space with isolated singularity. In [3] Grauert 
constructs a versal deformation V+ S of X from which every other defor- 
mation W-, T may be deduced, up to isomorphism, by a map 6,: T-, S ,  with 
&*(V) r W. Moreover, the map 
between Zariski tangent spaces is uniquely determined by the isomorphism 
class of W(though 6, itself is not, in general). As Grauert shows, the Zariski 
tangent space of S is isomorphic to Ti .  
X is rigid when every deformation is trivial, or S is reduced to a point. 
Thus, T: = 0 is the necessary and sufficient condition for rigidity. 
By the Artin Approximation Theorem [I] and the existence of a formal 
versal deformation [Ill, this condition applies even when X has a non- 
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isolated singularity; also, a slight modification of Grauertys argument in 93, 
part 3 of [a] shows that the versal deformation exists whenever T; has 
finite dimension. 
Notice that a sniooth space is trivially rigid. 
~ x a m p l e .  Let X c C" be a hypersurface f(x,, .-., x,) = 0 with isolated 
sing~ilarity at the origin. One computes easily from 1.2 that 
Let g,(x);..,g,(s) be holomorphic functions in O,,, which induce a 
basis of T,:, S = Cr(t) ,  and define 
Then the projection n :  V- t  S gives the versal deformation of X .  Clearly, X 
is rigid (T,' = 0) if and only if some partial c?f/ax,(O) # 0, so that a sing~tlar 
hypersurface is never rigid. In fact, if we pick g ,  r I ,  then X may be 
deformed into f + 1 ,  = 0, which, for i ,  # 0, is smooth; so for generic 
t E S, 7 1 - ' ( t )  is smooth. 
Entirely similar remarks apply to complete intersections. 
If X is not a local complete intersection, the direct computation of 
T; is awkward. However, it is frequently possible to compare the deforma- 
tion theory of X with that of a suitable smooth (non local) variety, where 
more may be known. For example, if Z c X is the singular locus of X, then 
U = X - Z is smooth, and one can transfer questions on X to ones on U 
if the depth is large enough. Our definition here is: for a coherent sheaf F 
on X, dept11,F 2 cl if and only if the local cohomology H;(X,F) vanishes 
for all p < d [7] .  Equivalently there is a regular F-sequence ,f,, ...,f, with 
,A = 0 on Z. We write depth,X for depth,((O,). 
Notice, by the long exact sequence 
0 --+ H ~ ( x ,  F) + H O ( X ,  F) -+ Ho(U,  F) -t H ~ ( x ,  F) -+ ... 
and the vanishing of H i ( X ,  F) for i > 0 (X is Stein), that the condition 
depth,F 2 2 is equivalent to 
and that H P - ' ( u ,  F) z N:(X, F) for p Z 2 .  
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If X is smooth, then depth,X equals the codimension of Z in X 
As a simple generalization of Theorem 2 in [12], we have 
Theorem 1. Let X be a local complex space defined in an open 
neighborhood A of the origin in Cn, Z c X a closed complex subspace 
containing the singular locus of X, and put U = X - Z. If depth,X 2 2 ,  
there are exact sequences 
and an inclusion 
where N u  is the nortnal bundle of U in A,  and O denofes the tangent 
bundle. 
If depth,X 2 3, then 
Proof. Let I be the ideal sheaf of X in C". By the definition of T$ in 1.2 
we have 
In this sequence the first three sheaves are reflexive, being the duals, re- 
spectively, of a x ,  a,,,/ X, 1/12, and thus as in $1, Lemma 1, of [12], the 
depth of each is also 2 2. In (5) we can therefore replace HO(X, -) by 
HO(U, .). As T: 1 U = 0 (U is smooth), the sequence 
is exact, and its cohomology sequence yields ( I )  and ( 1  '). 
Tn 1.3 we have observed that T:Z Extl(I /I2, O X ) .  Taking a presentation 
0 4 R -+ F -+ I / I 2  +0, where F is free over Ox, and applying Horn(., 0,) 
we have 
where N x , F * ,  and R* are the respective duals. Again these sheaves have 
depth, 1 2 ,  and Ti1 U =  0, so that we can apply HO(U;) to obtain (2). 
(3) and (4) folIow immediately from (1) and (2), since @,,,I U and F are 
free and H1(U,UX) z H~(x,  8,) = 0 if depth,X 2 3. Q.E.D. 
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This theorem compares the infinitesimal deformations and obstructions 
for X and U .  We can conclude that (formal) versal parameter spaces of each 
are isomorphic, by the lemma below. We first define in general the tangent 
and obstruction spaces for a local complex space S. 
Definition. Let S c C" be a local complex space, with minimal embed- 
ding dimension n. Thus we have 
where J c m2, m being the maximal ideal in Oc,,. We define the tangent and 
obstruction spaces of S :  
ere * denotes dual vector space. 
These definitions are independent of the embedding S c C ;  in fact t ,  is 
O(S, C) and 0, is T 1 ( S ,  C) [9]. Notice that t ,  has dimension n ,  the embed- 
ing dimension, and 0, = 0 if and only if S  is smooth. 
If  V+ S is the versal deformation of a local complex space, then one can 
ow that there are canonicaI maps 
If V'  4 S' is the versal (formal) deformation of the smooth space U ,  then 
there are canonical maps 
Proposition. Ler 4: S -+ S' be a tnap o f  local complex spaces. I f  (1, 
it~rluces an  iso1)zorphi.s171 
N 
t.7 - is, 
let1 4 is an  isomorphi.sm. 
Conversely, i j  4 is a n  isomorphism then both of' the  aboue maps  are 
orphisms. 
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Proof. If t,r;t,.,tlien we may take 
with both ideals included in the square of the maximal ideal t n .  Thus, 4 is 
represented by an aritomorphism 6 of Uc,, such that 6(J1) c J .  If,as we 
assume, the ind~~ced  tnap J 1 / t t t J '  + J / t r l J  is surjective, then by the Nakaya- 
ma lemma, 0 is a surjection, so that O ( J J )  = J and r / ,  is an isomorphism. 
The converse is trivial. 
It is not clear that U = X  - Z has a versal deformation. But as long as 
l-IT(U, O ,  has finite dimension. U has a formal versal deformation V' 5' 
(S' being the spectrum of some complete local ring). One can pass from 
formal deformations of X to formal deforn~ations of U by subtracting 
Z, and from (6) we find H 1 ( U ,  N,)--= HZ(U, 0,) if depth,X 2 3. Thus the 
formal parameter spaces S and St of X  and U are iso~norphic if depth,X >= 3, 
and U  is smooth. 
93. Examples of Rigid Singtrln~ities 
Most of these are based on the comparison 
of 92, valid if U = X - Z is smooth and depth,X 2 2. Recall that the term 
H1(U, Oc,l U) = 0 when depth,X >= 3. 
a) Fans (Rim) 
These are singularities obtained by joining together smooth spaces Xi 
along a common smooth subspace Z of codimension 2 2 in each X,. Sup- 
posing that each Xi is defined in a common neighborhood of the origin in 
C", Z = X i  n X j ( i  # j ) ,  then we have X = U Xi and 
That is, Cldy is the set of ( f , ,  .-.,,f,,,) with a common image in Q,. 
Here the depth of X along Z is I ,  but Rim's computations with generators 
and relations [IO] show that X is rigid. 
The method here yields examples of (non-rigid) non-isolated singularities 
X with finite codinlensioil, in the sense that dim T,! is finite. We can take 
X = u X , ,  t E T, where X , ,  ( t  # 0) is a rigid singularity approaching X, ,  not 
rigid. For example, let n: V- t  T be a deformation of the sing~ilarity Y, 
depth Y 1 2 ,  with n-'(1) smooth, t # 0, and suppose that a: T-t V is a 
section. If we let X be the union V u  C2, joined aIong 5(T)  and 0, T$ is 
concentrated at the origin of X, hence has finite dimension. 
b. Quotient Singularities 
Let a finite group G act by holon~orphic autornorphisms of C"', leaving 
the origin fixed. (The action is then linear, in  suitable coordinates.) If G acts 
freely outside some G invariant complex subspace W (through the origin) 
of codimension 2 3, then X = Cn'/G is rigid. 
The proof is the same as the one given in [12] for the case W =  (0). Let 
V =  C" - W, U = X - Z = VjG.  From 9, = (0  ,, )G, H O ( U ,  8,) = Ha(V, 
o,)', where the superscript G denotes the subspace of G invariant elements, 
we see that deptli,X = depth,,,Cn'>= 3. Then 
I am indebted to Van de Ven for pointing out that [I21 could be so 
generalized. Again, we may replace C"' by a rigid space Y,  smooth outside 
of W, for which depth,,,O, 2 3. 
This example certainly fails in codin~ension 2:  all of the rational do~ible 
points are quotient singr~larities [3], and they are all hypersurfaces in C3. 
If Y is not rigid, then we still get 
under the above assuniptions. 
This method yields non conical (i.e., nor1 Iiomogeneous) rigid singularities. 
For example if Z/3 acts on C 3  by 
we have invariants s f , t ~ , s ~ u , s ~ ~ , , s ~ ,  t3,  i13, In (9, we have therefore a 
relation 
s3-1" 11% ( , S ~ U ) ( ~ U ) ~ . ~ I ,  
so that s 3 .  t 3 .  u3 is in the fourth power of the maximal ideal of 8,. As the 
classes of s3,t3,u3 are not zero in the graded ring of 8, and their product 
is 0, this graded ring cannot be eqiral to lo,, which is a domain. 
c. Cones 
The cone over a strongly rigid projective ~nanifold is rigid. Here, a projec- 
tive ~iianifold Y c P", dim Y > 0, is strongl~j rigid if 
( i )  Y is projectively normal 
( i i )  H1(Y,O,(v))=O, - c o < v < m  
(iii) ff ' ( Y ,  8,(v)) = 0, - co < v < a. 
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Projective normality means simply that the cone C, c Cn+' (the set of 
zeroes of the homogeneous polynomials defining Y) is normal at its vertex, 
0. F(v) denotes the sheaf F tensored with the vth power of the sheaf of 
the hyperplane bundle. 
The deformation of cones is discussed in detail in $4. Briefly, if U is the 
complement of the vertex in C , ,  then we have a long exact sequence 
in which p is the projection U -+ Y and the first and third terms are isomor- 
phic respectively to CH1(Y, 8,(v)) and Z H1(Y, O ,(v)) summed over 
- c O < v < c o .  
This example applies to Y = P" x pb in its Segre embedding (a f b => 3), 
due originally to Thom and Grauert-Kerner [5] ,  and to Y = Pm (m 2 2) in 
any of its Veronese embeddings by hypersurfaces of degree d (also a quotient 
singularity). If dim Y 2 2 and Y is rigid and regular, then a sufficiently 
high Veronese embedding of Y will be strongly rigid. 
d. Total deformation space 
Let V-t  S be the versal deformation of a local complex space X. If S is 
smooth at its origin (or more generally, r ig id )  then V is rigid. This is proved 
by considering the exact sequence of cotangent spaces (C.91): 
where T: = Der (Us, 8,) is the tangent sheaf to S ,  and T,!, = T1(V/S, 8,) 
is the relative cotangent sheaf. It follows directly from the completeness 
property of the versal deformation (called "smoothness" in [ ] I ]  that 
a is a surjection; on the other hand T: = 0 by assumption, so that T,! = 0. 
Conversely, every rigid singularity is the total space of its own versal 
deformation. 
For example, it has been shown by Dock Sang Rim and also Mary 
Schaps (unpublished) that the versal deformation of the three coordinate 
axes in C3 is Cpi . p ~  -+ c3, and for the four coordinate axes in C4, it is 
V -+ Cpr x p 3  where V is an (as yet) unknown rigid singularity, For a local 
complete intersection X, with versal deformation V+ S ( S  is necessarily 
smooth), V is smooth (for it must also be a complete intersection). 
Remark. I know of no rigid singularities in dimension 0 or 1, nor any 
normal rigid surfaces. In fact there is a long standing conjecture that every 
(reduced) curve may be deformed to a smooth curve, proved for curves in 
C3 by Mary Schaps [13]. Anthony Iarrobino [8] has exhibited an Artin 
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local space X (dimension 0) which cannot be deformed into 11 distinct 
points; the product of X with a line is then a (non-reduced) ctlrve without 
deformations. 
The above ideas may be relevant to these problems; if X is an Artin local 
scheme (resp. irreducible curve) which has a one-parameter deformation 
v 4  S ( S  a disc in C) sirch that the corresponding infinitesimal deformation 
4 in T i  gencrntee T i  as an (0,-module, then V is a rigid curve(resp. normal 
surface), as may be deduced from the sequence above. 
Deformation of Conc~s 
Let Y c P" bc a projective manifold of positive dimension, C, c C"' ' 
e cone over Y. We are going to show that, under suitable conditions, every 
rmation of C, is also a cone, over some deformation of Y in P". We 
pare the infinitesinla1 deformations and obstructions of Y (in P") to 
ose of C,, and employ Proposition 1 of $2 to conclude that the respective 
rsaJ parameter spaces are isomorphic. 
We assume throughout that Y is projectively normal in Y, in other words 
I1 v. (Here we use as before the standard notation F(v)  for the tensor 
duct of the sheaf F with the sheaf of sections of the vth power of the 
erplane line bundle on P".) 
Equivalently the cone C y  is the (normal) affine variety 
C, = Spec C H O ( y ,  OY(v)) .  
v z 0  
Projective deformations 
et Y be a projective manifold in P". We consider projective deformations 
Y. Such a deformation will be a flat map 7c: W-+ T where T is a local 
lex space, together with a closed immersion W - P" x T, respecting n, 
that n-'(0) = Y. Two deformations W-. T, W' -t T are isoinot.phic 
re is a (relatively linear) automorphism of Pn x T over T taking W 
. Then Y c Pn has a versal projective deformation V- t  S (the definition 
actly analogous to that for local complex spaces). Tn fact, one has a 
al versal deformation a-+ 3,  where is spec of a complete local ring 
I ] ,  and the Artin approximation theorem [1J proves that this defor- 
on is algebraizable so that S" = S ,  where S is algebraic. 
is well known, an infinitesimal variation Y of P" is uniquely given by a 
n of NO(Y,N,), where N, is the normal bundle of Y in P". To get t, 
this we mtist divide out by the space of infinitesimal projective au- 
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tomorphisms. But a tangent vector field of Pn is just a homogeneous linear 
transformation, i.e., an element of HO(P", Op,(I))"S ', By our projective 
normality assumption (7) the restriction of these to Y is HO(Y, 0,(1))"+1, 
Thus we obtain the presentation 
The obstructions to varying Y in P" lie i l l  H1(Y, N,), so we have an 
inclusion 
4.2 Deformations of C ,  
Let p: L-t Y be the anti-hyperplane bundle over Y, which contains Y as 
zero section. Then C, is the Remmert quotient of L ,  in which Y is collapsed 
to the vertex of C,. Letting U be the compIement of the vertex in C,, we 
have U r L -  Y and we can apply Theorem 1 of $2 via the following lemma. 
Lemma I .  Let p: L + Y be a n  algebraic line bundle over the algebraic 
variety Y, U = L - Y 
T h e n  there is  an exact sequence 
and f i r  every coherent sheaf F on Y we have canonical isoinorplzisrns 
Proof, The bundle of relative tangents of L over Y is p*L, and so we have 
Clearly p * ~ ]  U is trivial, so restricting to U we get (10). 
As an algebraic variety L is Spec C,,,O(C), and U is SpecC-, ,,, ,O(Lv). 
Thus p , ( p * ~ J  U) = C-,,,,,F(E'), a n d  since p: U - t  Y has Stein fibers 
(punctured affine lines), Hq(U, p*F) z Hq(Y, p*p*F) and (11) follows. 
By Serre's Normality Criterion, or by an immediate application of (11) 
for F = Coy ,  q = 0, we know that C, has depth 2 2 at its vertex. We apply 
Theorem 1 of $2, noting that the normal bundle N, of U in Cfl+' is p"Ny, 
and Oc, ,+ ,  is a free sheaf whose restriction to U is 
For the versa1 parameter space S' of C, we have therefore 
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(8') CHO(y, O,(v -t- I))" ' -+ C,ifO(Y, N,(v))  4 is. -t 0 
where all summations arc extended over - co < 11 < a. 
4.3 Comparison of S with S' 
Suppose again that Y is a projectively normal manifold in P", of positive 
dimension. Given a projective deformation W-+ Tof  Y in Pn, W c  Pn x T, 
we consider the ring 
From (7) we see that ?lO(W, @),,(v))+ f l 0 (Y ,  (ii,(v)) is surjective, so that 
by [GI ($7.8) A is flat over C,. Thus 
c,, = Spec 2: I lO(W, O,,(V)) 
v > , 0  
a deformation of C ,  over T, and we can associate to every projective 
formation of Y a deformation of C,. It is easy to see that two projective 
formations are isomorphic i f  and only i f  the corresponding deformations 
C, are ison~orphic, but it may well happen that C ,  has non-conical 
eformations. (For example when Y is a hypersurface f = 0, this is certainly 
C, even has smooth deformations f f r = 0.) 
V 4  S (resp. V' -+ S') be the versa1 deformation of Y in P" (resp. of 
. We have an induced map 
such that (I)*( V') z C,. 
Fro111 (8) and (8') i t  follows that t ,  is included in t,, as the degree 0 
component, and froin (9), (9') we see that 0, is the degree 0 component of 
O,,. By Proposition 1, $2,  we conclude 
Lemma 2. I f  the graded vector space T:, z t s v  is concentrated it1 
degree 0, then S z S' and every cleforination of C ,  is conical. T ~ L L S  
Theorem 2. Let Y c P" br a projective manifold of dinzension 2 2. 
Suppose 
(i) Y is projecfivelj. normnl 
(ii) H1(Y, O,(v)) = 0, v Z 0 
(iii) H1(Y, O,(v)) = 0, v # 0. 
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T h e n  the versa! deformation spaces of Y in PIt a ~ d  C, are  isomorphic; 
every deformation of C, is conical. 
Notice that every sufficiently ample projective embedding of Y will have 
the properties (i), (ii), (iii). 
Proof of Theorem 2. From (a"), it suffces to show that H1(U,@,)  is 
concentrated in degree 0. From Lemma 1 (10) and (11) applied to F = 0, 
and a,, we obtain Theorem 2. 
This theorem may be rephrased by stating that the correspondence 
described above is an equivalence between the deformation theories (fibered 
categories) of Y in Pn and C,. 
$ 5 .  Genepic Sing~rlari t ies  Which Are  Not  Rigid 
Let Y c P" be a projectively normal manifold. Then the cotangent spaces 
T : ~  are graded: 
and we have seen above that the degree 0 part of T i  is T;, the corresponding 
space for projective deformations of Y in Pn. 
The cone Cv over the vth Veronese embedding Y v c  PnV of Y is the 
quotient space of C under the action 
x w e i v  x ,  0 5,j 5 i t .  
Thus i f  C ,  has depth 2 3 at its vertex (equivalently, H 1 ( Y ,  Q,(m)) = 0, all 
m) then Ti',, is the invariant subspace of T& under this action, so that 
Tn particular, the part of degree 0 is the same: T; z T&. This means that Y 
and Y v  have [he same versal parameter space, and in fact, the versal pro- 
jective deformations for Y  and Y' are respectively: 
W c P " x  S W V c P v x  S 
.I. and j, 
S S 
For v sufficiently large, T,], is concentrated in degree 0, and C,, + S is the 
versal deformatio~l of Cv. 
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Example.  Let Y :  f ( x o ,  , x,)=O be a smooth hypersurface of degree d 
and dimension n - 1 2 2 in Pn. C ,  has depth n at its vertex and T: is the 
gaded  vector space given by 
In other words, a homogeneous polynomial of degree m in the right hand 
side has degree m - d in T,. (Notice that f is included in the ideal generated 
by the aflax, . )  
If g , ; . . , g ,  are homogeneous polynomials of degree d which induce a 
basis modulo ( d f l a x ,  , . a e ,  af /ax , ) ,  Y has versal projective deformation 
w: f ( . ~ )  + C t ,g,(x) = 0 
over S = Cr. 
The dimension of (T:), is independent of the particirlar smooth hyperstir- 
face of degree d chosen, and vanishes when 
177 < - (1 or 1)1  > ! I ( /  - ( 1 1  + I ) .  
Then for v > (d, nri - ( 1 1  + I ) )  the cone X = CYV has versal deformation 
hich none of the fibers X, = n- ' ( I )  is rigid. In fact the dimension of 
1s independent of t ,  and n is versal at each t E S. 
he singularity X has, however, a certain "generic" character: it is not 
specialization of any other singularity X', Here, we give the 
finition. Let X and X' be Stein spaces. We say that X' specializes 
if there is a flat map 
with T a disc: I r 1 < a in C, s~rch that within a neighborhood of the singtllstr 
locus of / I  we have 
p- '(0) z X, - ( t )  z X' .  1 Z 0. 
ince n :  V-+ S is versal at each 1 in S, S has no positive dimensional 
ces along which the isomorphism class of n-'(r) is constant. 
fore X, and also each of the other fibers X, = n - ' ( I ) ,  is not a speciali~a- 
f any other singularity-and is thus "generic." 
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